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Abstract

The ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) will face the challenge of efficiently selecting inter-
esting candidate events in pp collisions at 14 TeV center-
of-mass energy, whilst rejecting the enormous number of
background events, stemming from an interaction rate of
about 109 Hz. The Level-1 trigger will reduce the incoming
rate to around O(75 kHz). Subsequently, the High-Level
Trigger (HLT), which comprises the second level trigger
and the event filter, will reduce this rate further by a fac-
tor of O(103). The HLT selection is software based and
will be implemented on commercial CPUs using a com-
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mon framework, which uses the standard ATLAS object-
oriented software architecture. An overview of the current
implementation of the selection for electrons and photons
in the trigger is given. The performance of this implemen-
tation has been evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations
in terms of the efficiency for the signal channels, the rate
expected for the selection, the data preparation times, and
the algorithm execution times. Besides the efficiency and
rate estimates, a real physics example will be discussed,
showing that the triggers are well adapted for the physics
program envisaged at the LHC.

1. INTRODUCTION

ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is one of the four
detectors currently being built around the LHC (Large
Hadron Collider) at the European Organization for Nuclear
Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland. The LHC will
collide protons at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. AT-
LAS is a multipurpose detector designed to have a 4π her-
meticity around the interaction region. The physics goals
of ATLAS are numerous: Higgs and SUSY searches, Top,
QCD, and B physics, as well as exotic searches. In addi-
tion, part of the excitement for reaching this energy frontier
is the discovery potential associated with this unchartered
territory. These physics requirements combined with a
bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz in addition to an average of
25 inelastic proton-proton underlying interactions in each
bunch crossing (at a design luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1)
put very stringent constraints on the data acquisition and
trigger system. The overall architecture of the three-level
ATLAS trigger system is shown in Fig. 1. It is designed to
reduce the nominal 40 MHz bunch crossing rate to a rate of
about 200 Hz at which events, that will have a size of about
1.6 MB on average, will be written to mass storage. The
first stage of the trigger, LVL1, is hardware-based and it
reduces the rate to 75 kHz. Using the fast calorimeter and
muon sub-detectors, it has a latency (time taken to form
and distribute the LVL1 trigger decision) of 2.5µs. During
that time, the data from all the sub-detectors (about10x

electronic channels) are kept in pipeline memories. After
the LVL1 decision, selected data fragments are transferred
to the Readout Drivers (RODs) and then to the Readout
Buffers (ROBs). The LVL1 result contains information
about the type and thresholds of the accepted trigger (i.e
Muon, Electromagnetic, Jets, etc..), and its geometrical po-
sition.

The second stage of the trigger system, LVL2, is
software-based and it reduces the rate to about 2 kHz. With
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the foreseen computing power for the LVL2 farm, we tar-
get an average execution time at LVL2 of 10 ms per event.
In order to achieve this goal, the main characteristic of this
stage is a fast rejection achieved by optimized trigger algo-

Figure 1: Block diagram of the Trigger/DAQ system.

rithms. The last stage of the trigger system, the Event Fil-
ter, occurs after the event building process. At this stage,
the average execution time targeted is about 1s. The goal
of the Event Filter is twofold: to reduce the rate to about
200 Hz, and to classify the events in different streams of
interesting processes. Full calibration and alignment infor-
mation is available at this stage. The Event Filter trigger al-
gorithms have much in common with the offline algorithms
and reuse of those is foreseen when possible. The LVL2
and the Event Filter stages are commonly referred to as the
High Level Trigger (HLT).

The next section will describe briefly the main features
of the HLT design [2].

2. HLT STRATEGY

2.1. The Region of Interest Mechanism

The Region of Interest (RoI) mechanism is used at LVL2
to significantly reduce the amount of data to be analyzed
within its 10 ms target mean execution time, while retain-
ing the full rejection power of a software selection, based
on full granularity data from all the detectors.

All the information gathered at LVL1, like the geometri-
cal position inη andφ of the tagged objects and the thresh-
olds they passed, is sent to the RoI Builder (RoIB) which
combines it into a single record that is passed to Level2
Supervisors (L2SV). The position of the LVL1 RoI serves
as a seed to request data around the region of the detector
that contains the interesting signal; this way, only a small
fraction of data will be asked to the online software and
moved to the LVL2 Processing Units (L2PU), thus mini-
mizing network bandwidth and processing time.
In particular, the conversion of a geometrical(η, φ) region
into detector identifiers (unique number associated with an
specific read-out channel), each corresponding to a sub-

detector element, is performed by the HLT Region Selector
[3], whose operation is depicted in Fig. 2; this tool uses in-
formation from the detector description to build fast lookup
tables mapping each(η, φ) position into the sub-detector
elements from which to request data.

Figure 2: The Region Selector tool: each geometrical
(η, φ) region is converted into a set of Detector Elements
to be analyzed by LVL2 algorithms.

2.2. Algorithm Data Access

A fundamental part in the design of the HLT architec-
ture is the way in which an HLT algorithm accesses the
data. Fig. 3 shows a diagram with the main software com-
ponents, and the flow of data between them. The idea be-
hind the design is to ease the task of HLT algorithms, leav-
ing the load of all the data handling operation to a data
manager module. The HLT algorithm requests data in a
RoI using the offline transient data store (Storegate [4]) as
interface, and the Region of Interest package, a software
component which returns Storegate pointers to the data in-
side the specified detector geometrical region. These data
are in form of C++ objects, more suitable for the algorithm
(e.g. vector of calorimeter cells which hold energy and po-
sition) than the data coming from the detector electronics
which is in raw format (i.e. a binary data with the read-out
channel information). The software which transforms one
representation into another is the raw data converter. The
raw data conversion is done on demand (the conversion into
data objects is only done for the data inside the requested
RoI), and it only occurs if the necessary objects are not al-
ready cached. This leads to a substantial reduction in the
network and computation resources that would otherwise
be required. It should be stressed that the same software is
used in the offline and in the HLT online running environ-
ment. The only difference is that when executed offline the
data source is a file while direct network access to ROSs is
used in the LVL2, or to memory resident events in the EF
case when running online.

2.3. Event Selection Software

The Event Selection Software (ESS) is one of the main
components of the HLT system, and is the responsible for
the classification and selection of the events. We saw in the
previous subsection how the raw event data coming from
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Figure 3: Algorithm data access.

the detectors, was converted on demand into C++ entities,
and stored in memory for further processing. Abstract ob-
jects representing candidates such as electrons, muons, or
Z → ee are reconstructed from these data by a set of HLT
algorithms, and identified with the help of appropriate se-
lection criteria. An event is selected if the reconstructed
objects satisfy at least one of the physics signatures given
in a trigger menu.

A key concept within the ESS infrastructure is the Steer-
ing mechanism[5]; motivated by the need to have fast and
early rejection of uninteresting events in a flexible and
configurable manner, and also to deal with special trigger
configurations such as the pre-scale/force accept of some
events. At the core of the ESS Steering is the Steering
Controller[6], which is the software component in charge
of the control, and proper guidance of HLT algorithms
through the different steps leading to the validation of a
final signature. It is designed in a way that allows full con-
trol of the algorithm execution within the HLT processing
flow with changes in the configuration that do not need ad-
ditional software compilation.

One of requirements is that the ESS must also be able to
run directly in the offline software environment of ATLAS
(ATHENA[7]). The benefits from this approach are multi-
ple: this will facilitate the development of algorithms; this
will allow the study of the boundary between LVL2 and
Event Filter and it will lead to easy performance studies for
physics analysis. The ESS needs therefore to comply with
the control framework and services that are provided by the
offline framework architecture. For this reason, ATHENA
was adopted as the software framework running the ESS in
both the EF, and (in a modified form due to design restric-
tions) the LVL2 processing units.

3. ELECTRON AND PHOTON
SELECTION

Many interesting physical phenomena at LHC can lead
to a final state containing isolated electrons and/or photons.
They provide a clean signature, and are therefore important
in the reconstruction of channels with a high statistical sig-
nificance. Moreover, a common channel likeZ → ee is a
multipurpose tool with many key applications (i.e detector
calibration, quick determination of electron identification
efficiencies, etc..). The ESS running within the HLT must
be therefore tuned in order to be as efficient as possible in
its selection, while still rejecting most of the background
(i.e. keeping the selected event rate within a certain im-
posed limit).

The procedure for the electron and photon
selection[8][9] is as follows. At LVL2, the selection
and further processing of potential candidates is guided by
the previously described Region of Interest mechanism.
LVL2 uses information on the energy and the direction of
the electro-magnetic clusters selected by the LVL1 trigger
and only the regions around these candidates are further
analyzed. Thus, only part of the detector data needs to be
processed, typically around 2% of the whole event in the
case of thee/γ triggers. The LVL2 selection for electrons
and photons first analysis the shower shapes in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter and the leakage into the hadronic
calorimeter. If a candidate is consistent with an electron it
is further processed and in the next step tracks are searched
for in the inner detector and the cluster and track quantities
are compared. For photons tighter shower shape cuts
are applied. In case the specified physics signatures are
fulfilled the event is passed on to the EF. At this level the
information of the complete event is available and either
the LVL2 result can be used as a seed or the whole event
can be reconstructed. Compared to LVL2 more precise
calibrations and alignment are available. Similar to LVL2,
electrons and photons are selected using the calorimeter
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and the inner detector information. More time consuming
algorithms such as bremsstrahlung recovery for electrons
and conversion reconstruction for photons can be used.

Using realistic Monte-Carlo simulations of the expected
behavior of the ATLAS detector, electronic noise and pile-
up; the performance of thee/γ triggers has been evaluated
in terms of the efficiency for the signal channels, the rate
expected for the selection, the data preparation times, and
the algorithms execution times.

Trigger Step Rate (Hz) Efficiency (%)
LVL2 Calo 1948 ± 46 95.6 ± 0.3

LVL2 Tracking 364 ± 21 89.4 ± 0.5

LVL2 Matching 143 ± 12 87.7 ± 0.6

EF Calo 101 ± 15 86.1 ± 0.6

EF Tracking 71 ± 10 82.0 ± 0.6

EF Matching 34 ± 6 79.7 ± 0.7

Table 1: Performance of the single electron HLT trigger
at low luminosity. The results are presented in a single se-
quence. Matching refers to position and energy-momentum
matching between calorimeter clusters and reconstructed
tracks (at LVL2 only precision tracks are used). The effi-
ciencies are given for single electrons of pT = 25 GeV over
the full rapidity range|η| < 2.5. The efficiencies and rates
are given with respect to a LVL1 output efficiency of 95%
and a LVL1 rate for e.m. clusters of 12 kHz. These num-
bers are still preliminary.

Table 1 shows the electron efficiencies and expected
rates for the single electron trigger after each trigger step.
This trigger is set up to select efficiently isolated electrons
with a transverse energy (ET ) of at least 25 GeV (e25i) at
start-up luminosity (L =2×1033 cm−2s−1). For a electron
efficiency of 80% with respect to LVL1 a rate of around
35 Hz has been found. The final rate comes mainly from
real electrons (44% from b- and c-quark decays, 21% from
converted photons, 19% fromW → eµ decays, 1% from
Z → ee decays). Only 25% of the rate comes from fake
clusters. If the rate for a trigger item from any level in the
selection is too high, one can reduce it either by raising the
ET threshold of the item or by tightening the selection cri-
teria, which, however, result in a loss of efficiency in inter-
esting physics events, partly recoverable by adding more
exclusive triggers for the channels of interest. To ensure
the physics programme at the LHC and the correct set-up
of the trigger menus, cross-checks have been performed us-
ing important physics channels such asH → 4e, H → γγ,
Z → ee, andW → eµ.

Table 2 shows the selection efficiencies for two sam-
ples of fully simulated Monte-CarloH → 4e, andH →

γγ events using realistic simulations of expected perfor-
mance of the ATLAS detector, electronic noise and pile-
up for both, start-up, and design luminosity (L =1 ×

1034 cm−2s−1). The efficiencies obtained for each trig-
ger configuration (i.e. e25i represents a single isolated
(i) electron (e), withET greater than 25 GeV) demon-

strate that the trigger menus for electrons and photons are
well adapted for the physics programme envisaged at LHC
(Higgs searches in this case)[10].

Trigger Item Luminosity Efficiency(%)
cm−2s−1 H → 4e H → γγ

e25i 2 × 1033 96.5 ± 0.2

2e15i 2 × 1033 95.8 ± 0.2

e25 or 2e15i 2 × 1033 96.7 ± 0.2

e30i 1 × 1034 96.0 ± 0.4

2e20i 1 × 1034 94.5 ± 0.4

e30 or 2e20i 1 × 1034 95.5 ± 0.3

γ60i 2 × 1033 57.0 ± 0.6

2γ20i 2 × 1033 74.0 ± 0.6

γ60i or 2γ20i 2 × 1033 83.0 ± 0.5

Table 2: Trigger Efficiencies(%) for theH → 4e

(100 GeV < mH < 150 GeV ), andH → γγ (120 GeV)
channels at low, and design luminosity. The efficiency in
this case is defined as the ratio of events passing a given
trigger item (leftmost column ) with respect to an ini-
tial preselected sample ( minimum threshold requirement
for the transverse energy (ET ), and within anη range:
|η| < 1.52, and1.37 < |η| < 1.52 outside barrel-endcap
transition region forH → γγ ).

In order to validate the chosen architecture, the selection
of the electron and photon candidates has been integrated in
test-beds and the whole system is being currently tested in
the ATLAS combined test-beam. These tests are important
in order to assess the system performance under real life
conditions.

The algorithm execution times per RoI for calorimeter
cluster reconstruction, and the corresponding data prepara-
tion time (raw data access time and the preprocessing time
of these data in such a way, that they can be easily and
efficiently used by the algorithms) were estimated for the
LVL2 by means of a dedicated test-bed in a farm of 2.2GHz
processors.

Figure 4: Total latency for RoI processing (shown at left)
in the LVL2 calorimeter trigger for di-jet events at startup
luminosity. The dotted curve is the integral of the distribu-
tion, showing that 95% of the events are processed within
5 ms. The four main contributions to the total latency are
shown (right) as curves of integrals. The contributions are
(in order of decreasing importance): data preparation and
conversion, framework overheads, network access time,
and algorithmic processing.

Fig. 4 shows the main contributions to the total latency
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for a sample of di-jets events at start-up luminosity in a
∆η × ∆φ = 0.3 × 0.3 RoIs. Pure algorithm execution
is completed within 500µs, while data access is typically
completed within 1.8 ms for 95% of the events.

Continuous effort is put in improving these timings,
nonetheless, they are already within target mean process-
ing time at start-up (∼ 10ms).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Given the LHC characteristics, the Trigger system have
to face many challenges. The atlas collaboration have
adopted a three-level trigger system, with the aim to bring
down the initial interaction rate of 109 Hz to to a rate of
about 200 Hz at which events will be written to mass stor-
age. This approach reduces substantially the cost in pro-
cessing power & network bandwidth, but at the expenses of
having a more complex design. The HLT architecture uses
the RoI concept (this is a defining feature of ATLAS), along
with a specialized data access scheme, and ESS, where
only a few percentage of the data needs to be transfered
and processed.

An effective selection of electrons and photons by the
HLT ESS is of extreme importance, since they are involved
as a final signature in many of the new physics phenomena
expected to come out the LHC.

Using Monte-Carlo simulations the performance of the
electron, and photon triggers has been evaluated in terms
of the efficiency for the signal channels, the data prepara-
tion times, and the algorithms execution times. Preliminary
results, look promising, and in agreement with physics, and
technical design requirements.

In order to ensure the correct setup of thee/γ trigger
configuration, cross-checks have been performed using im-
portant physics channels such asH → 4e, or H → γγ,
showing that the trigger menus for electrons and photons
are well adapted for the physics programme envisaged at
LHC.
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